FROM RESERVOIR
TO WATER PURIFIER

BACKGROUND
140 years ago Mumbai was largely an uninhabited cluster of
islands. To fulfil the water supply needs of the city a reservoir
was built, in the famous Malabar Hills. Not only did the
reservoir sustain the needs of Mumbai for the next 100 years,
it also witnessed the growth of Mumbai as the Commercial
Capital of India. The reservoir was built by a company called
Little wood Pallonji & Co., which today is Shapoorji
Pallonji Co. & Ltd. one of the leading construction giants in
India and abroad.
Over the next hundred years, the company’s expertise has
been repeatedly showcased on projects which involved a
major advance in construction technology or whose size was
beyond the capacity of most others. Blessed with a rich legacy
and heritage, it has marched into the new millennium with
modern management skills, state-of-the-art technology and
the ideals of innovation and customer satisfaction.
Over time, Shapoorji Pallonji has built diverse civil and
structural engineering masterpieces like factories, nuclear
research

establishments,

nuclear

waste

handling

establishments, scientific and research establishments, stadia
and auditoria, airports, hotels, hospitals, giant skyscrapers,
housing complexes, townships, water treatment plants, roads,
expressways, power plants and biotech facilities.
When the Sultan of Oman decided to build a palace around
his throne, he placed his trust in Shapoorji Pallonji.
In the early 80’s the SP group analysed that beyond providing
water by building a reservoir and few water treatment plants,
the time had come to provide pure & safe drinking water to
everyone. Hence the company explored the possibility of a
diversification into “Manufacturing and Marketing of Domestic
water purifiers”. Though it sounds simple there were many
challenges associated, one of them was the sheer size of the
group itself.

WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
In the early 80’s with the growing economy, opening up of markets, increasing literacy rate,
growing health concern and the availability of a disposable income, the research proved positive
for the launch of water purifiers in India. Also, the rising mortality due to drinking contaminated
water encouraged the company to seriously consider venturing into water purifiers.

CHALLENGES & STRATEGY
TO OVERCOME THE CHALLENGES
There were many challenges to begin with.
1. SP Group was a large corporation. Being so, venturing into something new and
small was a challenge.
-

The company decided not to have the SP group logo to promote the product and instead
created a new company. Thus, “Eureka Forbes Limited” was born in 1982.

2. Creating awareness among the people was a big challenge. Up until then, people were
accustomed to using pieces of cloth, candle filters and boiled water to filter the water they
consumed. The idea of an expensive machine and UV technology to purify water was unheard
of and became more challenging.
-

Hence it was strategically planned to educate the consumer about the
technology and its benefits.

3. Another challenge for the company was choosing the right channel for distribution,
since the group had no prior experience in the consumer durable market.
-

Combining the challenges of awareness and distribution, it was strategised to market the
product through “DIRECT SELLING” where the salesman would himself create awareness
and also sell the product directly to the end consumer.

4. Defining the product mix (Product, Pricing, Placement and Promotion) was one of the biggest
challenges faced by the company as this was a new category that was being created. No one
was sure about the results or able to define the consumer insight without a product in hand.
-

The company believed in providing the best quality products that would break all the
boundaries and set new rules of marketing.

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
Since the product was new, the acceptance of PRODUCT, PRICE & PLACEMENT itself was a
challenge. The distribution channel, direct selling, was also a whole new concept in the country.
The following strategy was devised to make optimum use of the channel.
‘Rather than creating awareness in mass media about water borne diseases and the affect they
have on our health, it was strategized to train the salesman, make him the face of the company
and get him door entry which he would utilise to convey and convince the customer.‘ Thus a
EUROCHAMP was born; the brand ambassador of Eureka Forbes Ltd., “a friend for life.”
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MEDIA STRATEGY
The media was very tactically used to communicate the brand promise and thus connect with
the consumer. Above-the-line (ATL) media like Print and Television was used and supported
by Sales Tool.
1. Sales tool was extensively created at point-of-contact and used to communicate
awareness and product benefits to the end consumer.
2. Print media was used to Build “EUROCHAMP” as “A FRIEND FOR LIFE” and create door
entry to EUROCHAMPS.
3. Television was tactically used to create awareness and build “EUROCHAMP”
as “A FRIEND FOR LIFE”.

POST CAMPAIGN RESULT:
A new category - ‘domestic water purifier’ was created from the largest construction company
in the country. SP Group established the largest water purifier company in the country and a
successful brand in consumer durables.
Brand Eureka Forbes Ltd. (EFL) and Aqua Guard have become a generic brand in the water
purifying industry in the country and have touched almost everyone’s life directly or indirectly.
Eureka Forbes has become the largest direct selling company in Asia and currently employs a
strong field force of more than 6000 salesmen.
White papers on their success story have been presented at Harvard University.
EFL has won many awards, accolades and has become the Indian Super Brand Company.

Triton Communications has the credit of servicing Eureka Forbes for the past 20 years
and our director Mr. A.Y. Merchant, for launching this brand from its inception.
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